
Get Blue Tick on Facebook and Instagram – 
Meta Verified 
 
Great news for the Facebook and Instagram buffs! Users now have the chance 

to get the prized blue tick verification mark on their profiles according to a 

new update released by Meta, the corporation that owns Facebook and 

Instagram. Users who get benefited from this function referred to as Meta 

Verified, will receive a verified status that denotes authenticity and reliability. 

We will examine the specifics of Meta Verified, its advantages, the 

application procedure, and the monthly fee related to this premium 

service in this thorough examination. 

How Does Meta Verified Work? 

A verification program called Meta Verified is launched by Meta with the goal 

of verifying the identities of well-known people on Facebook and Instagram. 

Verified accounts get a feeling of authenticity by showing a blue verification 

tick next to their usernames, setting them apart from imitators and fan 

accounts. 

The most recent upgrade states that Meta Verified is now available to 

everyone and every community on Facebook and Instagram. Therefore, it’s not 

simply renowned people, organizations, and public figures anymore. With the 

program’s growth, more users will be able to apply for verification and benefit 

from having the blue verification tick shown on their profiles. 

How To Get Verified on Facebook and Instagram Accounts? 

• Choose a profile: Go to the ‘Settings’ area on either Instagram or 

Facebook to start the verification procedure. Next, choose “Accounts 

Centre” and go to “Meta Verified.” You will see the choice “Meta Verified 

available” shown beneath your account name and profile photo if your 

account is suitable for verification. 

• Plan the Payment: Select your chosen mode of payment for the Meta 

Verified monthly subscription cost. This guarantees constant and easy 

access to the unique features and advantages of the verification 

program. 



• Verify: By presenting a picture ID with a valid government-issued photo, 

complete the identity verification procedure. You could also be required 

to upload a selfie video, if accessible in your area, to further verify your 

identity. These verification procedures have been put in place to protect 

the integrity and veracity of validated accounts. 

• Subscription and Authorization: Your account will be examined when 

the verification process by Meta has been successfully completed. Once 

accepted, your account will receive the coveted Meta Verified status, 

and you’ll have access to the program’s exclusive features and 

advantages. It’s important to keep in mind that Meta Verified is not yet 

available to businesses in all locations, and is currently only available to 

individuals who are 18 years of age or above in select regions. 

Cost of Verification: 

• For a monthly fee, verified account members may access extra perks and 

services through Meta Verified. 

• Depending on the platform and device, several Meta Verified pricing 

plans are available. The membership fee for Facebook’s 

Mobile/Desktop Web is Rs 599/-. The monthly fee for users using iOS 

and Android is Rs 699/-. 

Does one subscription cover both platforms? Are previously verified 

accounts going to be affected? 

No, Instagram and Facebook require separate subscriptions for Meta Verified. 

Each platform demands a separate subscription. 

The implementation of Meta Verified will have no impact on already verified 

accounts; their verification status will be preserved. Existing verified accounts 

can choose to sign up for Meta Verified to gain access to the premium 

features and services, but they will continue to receive the advantages and 

privileges that come with their verification for a certain amount of time. 

After an account has been properly confirmed, Meta will continue to 

monitor it and review it. Verified accounts are routinely reevaluated by 

Meta to make sure they still fulfill the requirements and retain the 

necessary degree of involvement and authenticity. 

Verification Is Important Because 



• Greater Credibility and Trust: The blue verification tick serves as a 

visual cue to followers and viewers that an account is legitimate and 

actually belongs to the person, business, or organization it purports to 

represent. In order to develop solid connections with followers and 

stakeholders, it is crucial to first establish a foundation of trust. 

• Security Against Impersonation: Fake profiles aren’t anything new to 

us now. But not just prominent individuals struggle with this problem. 

What is truly surprising is that there can be 2-3 fake profiles like yours 

circling in the world of Facebook/Instagram that you don’t have any 

clue about! Criminals or common people illegally establish phony 

accounts frequently in the broad digital environment. Why? For an effort 

to trick and take advantage of others. Individuals, brands, and 

companies may reduce the danger of impersonation and make sure that 

their followers interact with the right and authentic accounts by having 

verified accounts. 

• Uniqueness from Fan Accounts: There may be a large number of fan 

accounts that make an effort to imitate or affiliate themselves with 

prominent personalities, celebrities, and corporations. Verification 

makes it easier for audiences to distinguish between official accounts 

and fan accounts and guarantees that they get real news and updates 

from verified sources. 

• Encouraging Authentic Interaction: The verification process 

encourages followers of verified accounts to engage in genuine 

conversation. Because followers have faith in the integrity of the 

account, verified accounts frequently see higher levels of interaction. 

This promotes a sense of community and connection by establishing a 

more meaningful and authentic encounter. 

• Possibilities for Partnerships: Influencers, groups, bloggers and brands 

with verified accounts are more likely to attract partnerships and 

collaborations. Verification acts as an endorsement, letting potential 

partners know that the account is trustworthy and legitimate. Verified 

accounts frequently have access to special collaborations, sponsorships, 

and partnership possibilities that may greatly increase their visibility and 

development. 

• Authority and Thought Leadership Establishment: When an account 

gets verified, it shows the account holder has attained a certain degree 

of notoriety and proficiency in their particular sector. They get more 

credibility as a result, which makes them more attractive for speaking 

engagements, media coverage, and industry recognition. 



• Control of False Information and Rumours: In combating the spread 

of rumours and incorrect information, verified accounts are the key. An 

individual, community or brand may better handle false information, 

clear up misunderstandings, and support the upkeep of trustworthy and 

accurate information. 

Advantages of Meta Verification 

• Expanded Trust: The blue verification mark establishes credibility by 

serving as a clear sign of legitimacy to followers and potential partners. 

• Greater Exposure: Verified accounts are more likely to show up in 

recommendations and search results, increasing their exposure and 

visibility. 

• Account Safety: By protecting accounts against impersonation and 

unauthorized use, verification offers an added degree of protection. 

• Special Stickers for Stories and Reels: Verified accounts have access to 

special stickers that can be used in Stories and Reels on Facebook and 

Instagram. By adding more creativity and personalization to their 

content, verified accounts may make it more visually appealing and 

engaging. 

• Support for Direct Accounts: In order to help verified users quickly 

and effectively fix frequent account difficulties and maintain the integrity 

and functioning of their accounts, Meta Verified provides direct support 

from actual people. This improves the user experience by fostering 

confidence and calm. 

To boost the growth of your verified accounts, let The Organic Marketing be 

your partner. 

http://theorganicmarketing.com/

